
RENTAL SERVICES
This product is also available for
rental. Ask for details

PRODUCT DESIGN
We can design and produce similar
custom made product for you.

REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
This product can be repaired or
maintained. Contact us for more
details

APPLICABLE SERVICES

Prestar Worktainer 1100x800x1700mm with plastic base

SKU 74515

Prestar worktainer 1100x800x1700mm provided with a plastic
bottom, shelves are available separately. It is a rolling container
which is foldable in L-shape and nested with other mobile
containers of this type. This construction allows you to save space
when the worktainer is in storage or during return transport when
not in use.

TECHNICAL DATA

Product  new, for rent
Material  Metal
Status  New
Outside dimension lenght  1100
Outside dimension width  800
Outside dimension height  1700

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Prestar Worktainer 1100x800x1700mm
      This Prestar worktainer is provided with a plastic bottom. It is a
rolling container which is foldable in L-shape, and then nestable
with other mobile containers of this type. This construction allows
you to save space when the worktainer is in storage or during
return transport when not in use. On the front is the worktainer
provided with a steel tube which can be attached to the side rails
to each other, and that provides extra stability and makes the
structure more strongly than other 3-witch roll containers which
are only provided with roller container binders. It is also safer
because they do not have the risk of shooting a loose trolley binder
when working with it. Shelves are separately available for this roll
container

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION SHEET

Rotom - Cargopak Ltd
Unit 24 Dosco Industrial Estate Ollerton Road, Tuxford
01777 322100 info@rotom.co.uk
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Link to visit this page:
https://rotom.co.uk/prestar-worktainer-1100x800x1700mm-with-p
lastic-base-74515
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